
COMING DECEMBER 2012 

          Roadhouse  Brewing  Co.  │  2550 Moose Wilson Rd, Jackson,WY    │    (307).734.1654  

 

 
 

Grand Opening: December, 2012 (Date TBD) 

Location: The Roadhouse Restaurant & Brewery  
      2550 Moose Wilson Rd, Jackson, Wyoming 
      (Formerly the Q Roadhouse) 
 

On Tap: A mix of eclectic, boldly crafted ales 
 

Our Vocation: Cultivate & enhance the local craft beer experience in Jackson Hole  

 
Humble Beginnings – From a Turkey Fryer to the Tap 

Necessity is the mother of all invention, right? Unable to import some of their favorite ales due to Wyoming 
state law, Adam Chenault and Colby Cox found an answer to their perplexing problem in a turkey fryer. After 
many batches of recipe roulette and ensuing failures followed by triumph, fate, otherwise known as a mutual 
friend, introduced the two of them and a brewmance was born. As their passion for the process grew 
stronger, the turkey fryer was soon traded-in for a half barrel homebrewing system.  Batch after batch they 
explored and experimented with new hops and malts and refined their recipes to the liking of their friends’ 
and familys’ palates. After years of backyard brewing and strenuous pint glass research, bigger ideas began to 
boil up between the two. The once joked about dream of opening up a brewpub soon became the focus of 
their attention. Knowing little about the restaurant industry, they began to seek the advice of their friends, 
often over a few beers of course. Friend, long-time local, and behind-the-scenes operator of the Q Roadhouse, 
Gavin Fine took a liking to the idea. Gavin was passionate about the restaurant and offering his guests a fun 
mix of eclectic food that provided a dining experience unlike any other in the valley. Colby and Adam had the 
same fervor for the beer. It was a perfect match, and thus a partnership was formed and The Roadhouse 
Restaurant & Brewery was born.  

 

Motivation – Beer to the People 

It’s  all  about  the  journey,  not  the  destination.  That  journey brought most of us here to Jackson, Wyoming 
where our thirst for adventure seems to grow exponentially. At the Roadhouse Brewing Co. we feel the same 
way about our beer. The many masterful recipes and brews that have been discovered have inspired us to 
explore the world of beer to its boundaries. We strive to cultivate and enhance that journey and grow the 
local craft beer experience in Jackson Hole & our neighboring communities. We want to brew like we home 
brew and bring great beer to great people.  

 


